
Blutac� Men�
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+15738964447 - https://theblutaco.com/locations/blutaco-franchising-holts-summit-
mo/

A complete menu of Blutaco from Holts Summit covering all 17 dishes and drinks can be found here on the
card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Blutaco:
I cannot tell you in words HOW FREAKING AMAZING THIS PLACE WAS!!!! Food was perfect the restraint was

clean and the staff was extremely nice. Very knowledgeable about the variety of choices in toppings as well.
Food was super inexpensive and made with all REAL FOOD!!!! Weve added this to our stop on our Missouri road

trip!!! #WeWillBeBack read more. The premises on site are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a
wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and have something.

WLAN is available without additional charges. What meg plybon doesn't like about Blutaco:
Decent taco, fair burrito and near like a Red Baron frozen pizza. Asked to use the restroom and it was locked.
They said we can 't find the key . Restaurant was clean and service ok. Definitely not a 5 star Restaurant but if

for some reason you cant decide between Mexican and frozen pizza this is your place. The restaurant reminded
me of a Chipotle knock off with school lunchroom pizza. read more. Crispy pizza is baked hot from the oven at

Blutaco in Holts Summit using a traditional method, the incredibly unconventional fusion of an assortment of
ingredients guarantees customers an unforgettable taste experience of this expertly prepared fusion cuisine. If

you decide to come for breakfast, you are offered a tasty brunch, With the catering service from Blutaco in Holts
Summit, the meals can be enjoyed on-site or at the celebration.
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P�z�
FUSION

Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
BURRITO

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Sauce�
GUACAMOLE

SALSAS
CHIPOTLE

M�ica� dishe�
TACO

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

Salad�
TACOS

PICO DE GALLO

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

PIZZA

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

BEANS

TRAVEL

PORK MEAT

BEEF
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